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A Word from the President

Dear friends,

The year 2017 was for the Platform of European Memory and Conscience a time of both 
harvesting and sowing. As for the former, we have achieved numerous successes in our Justice 
2.0 project, such as the first court decisions in rehabilitation cases, as well as launching the 
German investigation. As for the latter, we started the competition for the Pan-European 
Memorial for the Victims of Totalitarianism in Brussels, which was successfully resolved 
this year.

For me, it was a time of returning to active engagement in the Platform‘s work. I still 
remember the hopes and expectations we held when establishing the PEMC in October 
2011. Throughout those years we have fulfilled many of them, but there is still much to be 
done. I believe we can continue our struggle for truth and justice, but only together.

This struggle is bound to become harder without our long-time Managing Director and 
proven friend, Dr. Neela Winkelmann, whom I would to sincerely thank for her enormous 
commitment and efforts. Dear Neela, we will all miss you!

Along with Neela leaving the Platform, we closed the first and magnificent chapter in  
PEMC‘s history. Now it‘s up to us to write the next one. Let us continue to sow truth and 
harvest justice.

Yours,

Łukasz Kamiński
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 January 2017
Slovak Nation’s Memory Institute representatives visit Platform 
on 25 January

Mr Ondrej Krajňák, Chairman of the Board 
of Directors of the Slovak Nation’s Memory 
Institute and Mr Pavol Kossey, Director of the 
Chairman’s Secretariat visited the Platform 
office in Prague on 25 January 2017.

They held discussions with Platform Managing 
Director Ms Neela Winkelmann about 
common projects and further cooperation. 
The Nation’s Memory Institute was admitted 
to the Platform during the Council of Members 
meeting in November 2016 in Kyiv, Ukraine. 

The Institute is actively participating in ongoing Platform work. As one result of the meeting, 
the plan to translate the Platform Reader for Schools Lest We Forget into Slovak and distribute 
it to schools in Slovakia was confirmed.

 February 2017
”JUSTICE 2.0” work-in-progress & strategy meeting in Prague on 
14-15 February

Representatives of Platform Members, 14 governmental and non-governmental institutions 
and organisations from 10 countries of Europe and North America convened in Prague 
on 14-15 February 2017 for a closed working meeting of the JUSTICE 2.0 project. The 
participants discussed the current situation and further steps in the project with members 
of the International Legal Advisor Team of the Platform as well as with the Minister of 
Justice of Estonia, Mr Urmas Reinsalu, who joined the discussion online.

The purpose of the JUSTICE 2.0 project is to raise international awareness about the issue 
of unpunished international crimes of Communism and to contribute to finding ways to 
achieving international justice for these crimes.
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Success for Platform’s “JUSTICE 2.0” project: Polish prosecutors 
investigating former Czechoslovak politburo member for killings 
on the Iron Curtain on 21 February

The prosecutors of the Polish Institute of National Remembrance (IPN) – the Main 
Commission for the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation – have instituted 
criminal proceedings in cases of Polish refugees killed by high-voltage electricity on the 
Czechoslovak Iron Curtain during Communism. The main surviving responsible person 
is former Minister of Interior, later member of the politburo and Prime Minister of 
Czechoslovakia, Lubomír Štrougal (*1924). The cases were presented to the IPN by the 
Platform of European Memory and Conscience within the “JUSTICE 2.0” project, which aims 
at reaching justice for the international crimes of Communism.

According to research by the Platform of European Memory and Conscience, former 
Czechoslovak politburo member Lubomír Štrougal (*1924), a Czech, is responsible for the 
death of at least 60 persons killed on the Iron Curtain during Communism. During his office 
as minister of interior, the Iron Curtain was charged with 4,000-6,000 Volts, leading to cruel 
deaths of refugees trying to cross the border to the West.

Since 1989, the Czech and Slovak Republics have not been willing to adjudicate these cases 
in domestic courts. Prosecutors from the Polish Institute of National Remembrance (IPN) 
– the Main Commission for the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation launched 
investigation of deaths of Polish citizens killed by high-voltage current on the Western borders 
of Czechoslovakia, after signal cases were presented to the IPN by the Platform as a part of 
its “JUSTICE 2.0” project.

“We are hopeful that with the involvement of the international community, justice for the 
killings of civilians during Communism will finally prevail,” said Platform President Göran 
Lindblad.

“Such initiatives inspire hope for a comprehensive settlement of Communist crimes, the 
possibility of identifying the perpetrators and paying tribute to the victims,” said Dr. Jarosław 
Szarek, President of the Institute of National Remembrance from Poland.

“The Nation’s Memory Institute appreciates the work of prosecutors in the partner 
organisation IPN, because the basis for reconciliation and building future is justice,” said  
Dr. Ondrej Krajňák, Chair of the Board of Directors of the Slovak Nation’s Memory Institute.

Commemoration ceremony in former totalitarian prison in Brno, 
Czech Republic, on 21 February

The Platform and its Czech member organisation Paměť (Memory) commemorated the Nazi 
and Communist victims and those who were executed in the former Cejl prison in Brno.

The former prison building on Cejl Street in Brno, which is located close to the city centre, 
served as a prison between the years 1784 and 1956. During WWII the building served 
partly as a German prison. After the Communist coup of 1948 dozens of political prisoners 
were imprisoned here. Executions took place here until 1952. In the late 1950s it became a 
depository for the Moravian state archive. Later on it was abandoned and left to decay.
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There were plans and attempts try to turn this site into a commercial and business zone. 
The Platform together with its member institutions and other persons have appealed to 
politicians to preserve this historic place as a memento of two totalitarian regimes. As a 
result of the appeal, the building was declared a national heritage monument in 2016.

The commemoration event was attended by the Lord Mayor of Brno Mr Petr Vokřál, former 
prisoners, family members of former detainees and of those executed in Cejl, as well as 
historians and the interested public. Ms Neela Winkelmann, Platform Managing Director 
expressed the Platform’s support of the plans for turning the prison building into a memorial.

 March 2017

The memorial to Max van der Stoel in Prague

On 1 March the Platform was invited to the 
unveiling ceremony of the Max van der Stoel 
Memorial, created by Czech artist Dominik 
Lang, on the occasion of the 40th anniversary 
of the historic meeting between former 
Dutch foreign minister Max van der Stoel and 
Charter 77 spokesman Jan Patočka.

The memorial was unveiled in the presence 
of H.E. Mr. Frans Timmermans, First Vice-
President of the European Commission 
and H.E. Mr. Lubomír Zaorálek, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic.

Platform called for a minute of silence for the women executed, 
killed, imprisoned, tortured and persecuted during Communism

On 8 March, the day recognised as International Women’s Day, the Platform of European 
Memory and Conscience called for a minute of silence for the millions of women who fell 
victim to the Communist dictatorship.

International Women’s Day, with its roots in the women’s worker movement in the USA 
at the beginning of the 20th century, was appropriated by the Communist dictatorships 
in Europe as an ideological holiday and celebrated in a pompous way. Red flowers were 
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officially presented to women and alcohol 
was drunk on 8 March.

The Platform wishes to draw attention to 
the fact that the Communist regime was 
excessively brutal to women. For political 
reasons, women were executed after staged 
trials or without trial, killed when trying to 
flee across the Iron Curtain, sent to prisons, 
concentration camps and forced labour 
camps where countless perished; women 
were tortured, denied their dignity and 
persecuted in many other ways. Women survivors of Communist persecution find it more 
difficult than men to speak about the trauma they suffered.

Therefore, the Platform called upon the international community to observe a minute of 
silence on 8 March 2017 to recognise and commemorate the countless millions of women 
whose fundamental human rights were violated during Communism.

Breakthrough court ruling in Bratislava: Killing of refugee was a 
crime, family has a right to compensation

In a breakthrough decision on 13 March, the 
district court Bratislava I. decided to fully 
rehabilitate Hartmut Tautz, the 18-year-old 
refugee who was killed by border guard dogs 
on the Czechoslovak border with Austria 
in 1986. Hartmut’s family was entitled to 
a compensation by the Slovak Republic. 
The Platform of European Memory and 
Conscience welcomed the court ruling as a 
first acknowledgement of a criminal offence 
committed by killing the refugee.

For 28 years since the fall of Communism, practically no justice has been attained for the 
killings of refugees trying to escape across the Iron Curtain in former Czechoslovakia. In its 
“JUSTICE 2.0“ project, the Platform has identified the killing of civilians fleeing to the West 
during Communism as a crime against humanity. The Platform has filed criminal complaints 
in Germany and Poland in the cases of killings of German and Polish citizens on the borders 
of former Czechoslovakia.

The district court in Bratislava I. issued a breakthrough decision. Hartmut Tautz, the 18-year-old 
refugee form East Germany who was gravely wounded by border guard dogs and left to die, has 
been fully rehabilitated based on Act No. 119/1990, on judicial rehabilitation. As a follow-up, 
the family received a financial compensation from the Slovak Republic for his death.

This success  is due to the dedication of Dr. Lubomír Müller, attorney-at-law representing the 
family, who has been relentlessly working toward rehabilitations of people unjustly persecuted 
under Communism and who has already won several hundred such court decisions.

“This is a first and precedent decision of a Slovak court, expressing a moral satisfaction to 
a victim of the Iron Curtain,” said Dr. Lubomír Müller.

Dr. Sabiha Kasimati, Albania (1912 - 1951) 
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“The Nation’s Memory Institute sees the court decision as a breakthrough. After decades, 
the bereaved families have finally received moral satisfaction. And that is a great success 
in the Slovak judicial practice so far,” said Mr Ondrej Krajňák, Chairman of the Board of the 
Slovak Nation’s Memory Institute.  

“Now the door is open for all families of victims of the Iron Curtain to set out on the same 
road,” said Dr. Neela Winkelmann, Managing Director of the Platform.

German prosecutors call killing of refugees on the border of the 
ČSSR an international crime and suggest liability for murder for 
the responsible commanders. Thus, the acts have not expired 
(27 March 2017)

The Platform has received two letters already 
from German prosecutors concerning its 
comprehensive criminal complaint of 18 
August 2016 on the killing of refugees on 
the borders of Communist Czechoslovakia. 
According to the German Federal Prosecutor 
General, the killing of refugees was an 
international crime. From the point of view of 
the prosecutor’s office in Weiden the killing 
of refugees suggests murder from base 
motives on the level of those responsible 
for the system of the border protection. The 
Platform provided documents unknown so far to the prosecutors in Weiden, among them 
a secret order by former minister of interior and later prime minister of the ČSSR Lubomír 
Štrougal on the systematic and planned penetration of the secret services and the border 
guards into the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany and Austria.

On 18 August 2016, the Platform filed a criminal complaint to the German Federal Prosecutor 
General against 67 representatives of the Communist regime of former Czechoslovakia in 
the case of killings of 5 Germans on the Iron Curtain. In the beginning of October 2016, the 
Federal German Prosecutor’s office characterised the deliberate killing of unarmed civilians 
on the border as an international crime, because it violated the human rights to life and 
freedom of movement protected by international law, as well as the imperative of justice, 
in an elementary way.

In the middle of March 2017, the prosecutor’s office in Weiden stated that at least for 
the commanders contributing to the creation and maintenance of the border protection 
measures, the characteristic of murder from base motives was suggested. In the case of a 
Bavarian hiker who was killed by Czechoslovak border guards while chasing after an escaped 
refugee on the sovereign territory of the Federal Republic of Germany, the office however 
expressed its doubts regarding the killing intention in the chain of command.

“The fundamental statements made so far by the German criminal prosecutors are 
groundbreaking for the victims of the Czechoslovak Iron Curtain, because so far no official 
or academic office in the Czech or Slovak Republics has dared to state that these are 
imprescriptible acts,” said Platform Managing Director Neela Winkelmann.
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April 2017          

The symposium and announcement of a competition with the 
title “Pan-European Memorial for the Victims of Totalitarianism 
in Brussels” on 26 April

At a symposium held in the European 
Parliament in Brussels, the Platform of 
European Memory and Conscience announced 
the launch of an international competition for 
a new memorial dedicated to the victims of 
National Socialism, Fascism and Communism 
in Europe. The site, chosen together with 
authorities of the city of Brussels, was the 
Place Jean Rey, an excellently located square 
in the heart of the European district.

At a symposium hosted by Mr László Tőkés, 
MEP, in the European Parliament in Brussels on 26 April 2017, the Platform of European 
Memory and Conscience launched an international competition for the creation of a new 
memorial in the heart of the European district in Brussels. Its purpose is to commemorate 
the millions of human lives lost to 20th century totalitarianism in Europe and to celebrate 
the European Union as a unique peace and democracy project built upon the lessons of the 
past. The competition aims to create a work of art of high value for the city of Brussels. 
The City of Brussels was closely involved, maximising the likelihood of the realisation of the 

memorial. The competition was open to artists and architects from around the world.

May 2017          

President Lindblad participated at the 2017 Oslo freedom 
Forum on 22 - 24 May

Platform President Mr Göran Lindblad attended the 2017 Oslo Freedom Forum. 
Participants watched riveting talks, joined inspiring panel discussions, learned valuable 
lessons from tech experts, and engaged with organisations promoting individual 
freedoms around the world. The forum connected the world of business and technology 
with non-profits, governments, and foundations to brainstorm new and creative solutions 
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to the world’s most pressing human rights issues. Among the speakers was the Board of 
Trustees member and Pulitzer Prize-winning author Ms Anne Applebaum.

Commemoration event in former Communist concentration 
camp “Hell of Jáchymov” on 26 - 27 May

Platform Managing Director Neela 
Winkelmann and legal intern Juliette 
Rémond-Tiedrez attended two of a series 
of commemoration events organised by the 
Confederation of Political Prisoners of the Czech 
Republic together with the local municipalities 
in the region of Jáchymov in Northwestern 
Czech Republic on 26-27 May 2017. The 
annual commemoration event called “Hell 
of Jáchymov” is held attended by survivors, 
associations of victims and representatives of 
municipalities, the Government and Parliament 
of the Czech Republic.

Between 1949-1961, the Czechoslovak 
Communist regime operated a series of 
concentration camps centred around 
Jáchymov (and the town of Příbram near 
Prague) in which thousands of political 
prisoners were forced to excavate and process 
uranium ore which was exported to the Soviet 
Union, based on a secret treaty. The camps 
were run with the aim to work the prisoners to death – the prisoners were called “men 
destined for liquidation”. 

The commemoration began at the cemetery in the mining town of  Horní Slavkov where the 
bodies of five men who attempted an escape from one of the camps and were shot and killed 
in 1951 are buried. The second ceremony took place in the town of Ostrov nad Ohří at the 
foot of the Tower of Death – a seven-storey building where the uranium ore was powdered 
and packed into crates and where the highest radiation and highest death rates among the 
prisoners occurred. The tower has been declared a national cultural monument.

 June 2017

Brussels meeting with MEP`s 
and city representatives

President Mr Göran Lindblad and Managing 
Director Ms Neela Winkelmann held meetings 
with MEPs and held an official presentation of 
PEMC and the Competition for a Memorial for 
the Victims of Totalitarianism to the Urban 
Art Committee of the City of Brussels on 7 
June.
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JUSTICE 2.0 – presentation at the Faculty of Law and 
Administration on 12 June

The Platform of European Memory and Conscience together with the Institute of National 
Remembrance, the Witold Pilecki Center for Totalitarian Studies and the Research Centre 
Pro Patria of the Warsaw University held a “JUSTICE 2.0“ discussion seminar which took 
place on Monday 12 June 2017 at the Collegium Iuridicum of the Faculty of Law and 
Administration of Warsaw University.

The ongoing results of the project “International Justice for the Communist Crimes”, 
in which living persons responsible for crimes against humanity committed under 
Communism in Europe are being identified, were presented at the seminar. They include 
the surviving members of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and others.

Speakers were manager of the project Dr. Neela Winkelmann and members of the 
International Legal Advisor Team of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience, Dr. 
Nika Bruskina from the Faculty of Law, Vilnius University, Lithuania, Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult 
Albin Eser, MCJ, Director emeritus of the Max Planck Institute for foreign and international 
criminal law and former judge at the International Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia 
from Freiburg, Germany and Boguslaw Tomasz Czerwiński, prosecutor of the Chief 
Commission for the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation, Institute of National 
Remembrance.

The seminar concluded by a screening of the documentary film “JUSTICE 2.0“ by Stefan 
Weinert and the Platform of European Memory and Conscience (2015).

World premiere of “Across the Iron Curtain” educational board 
game hosted at the IPN Educational Center in Warsaw on 13 June

“Across the Iron Curtain” is an extraordinary educational board game telling the story 
of people who managed to escape across the Iron Curtain. It has been developed by an 
international team of experts from the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland. Among them 
was Karol Madaj from Poland’s Institute of National Remembrance, author of many board 
games, including the very popular “Kolejka” (Queue), a game published worldwide.

”Today’s young generation does not know how hard it was to lead a normal life behind the 
impermeable Iron Curtain” said Dr Neela Winkelmann, Managing Director of the Platform.
”The worst thing was not the lack of goods in the shops; it was the life in permanent fear, 
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because all our human rights were being violated. Next was the isolation from the free, 
democratic world. People longed to get out of the Communist dictatorship, to live dignified, 
free lives. In the game ‘Across the Iron Curtain,’ we have re-created the situation during the 
Cold War, when people were trying to escape to the West, oftentimes with the assistance 
of helpers at home and abroad. The players are such escape helpers attempting to bring 
30 refugees from 15 East European countries across the Iron Curtain in eight different 
ways. This is the first board game on the topic of the Iron Curtain worldwide. Its purpose 
is to educate on recent European history, on human rights and their violations during 
Communism, as well as inform about the geography and nations of Europe. We hope the 
players like it!”

”The time spent on designing ‘Across the Iron Curtain’ was amazing,” said Karol Madaj, 
designer and the head of the Department of Historical Education at The Institute of 
National Remembrance. “I was invited to Prague, where, together with representatives of 
the Platform of European Memory and Conscience, we worked very hard exclusively on the 
game. All my other projects had always been created for months, but this time everything 
happened surprisingly quickly, and we built the whole game mechanics in four days literally. 
At the end of this stage we tested the game with testers from Czech Board Games. After 
the playtest we could exhale a sigh of relief. We managed to create an exciting game that 
simultaneously delivers a whole lot of reliable historical information. Over the next few 
months, graphic design and content-related work continued. The effects will be presented 
at the official premiere”.

The game premiere took place on 13 June 2017 at 12.30 at the IPN Education Center 
“Przystanek Historia” in Warsaw. The programme included an interactive lecture on the 
escapes from behind the Iron Curtain given by Dr Tomasz Ginter, a Q&A session with one of 
the fugitives, and a presentation of the game. Participants had an opportunity to test their 
skills as agents playing the game.
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Press conference about the “Names of the dead” project

A press conference about the “Names of 
the dead” project was held in the Senate of 
the Parliament of the Czech Republic on 15 
June. The forensic expert Mr Daniel Vaněk 
introduced its goals – to exhume and identify 
the remains of those former resistance 
fighters against the Nazism and Communism. 
“In this way, we want to fulfil the basic 
civilisation obligation to treat human remains 
remorsefully,” said Ms Neela Winkelmann 
from the Platform, which is also supporting 
this project.

Almost thirty years after the collapse of the Communist regime, mass graves still exists where 
the remains of the victims of the 20th century totalitarian regimes are located. These are 
mostly unmarked graves. In some cases, however, the place of incarceration of the political 
repression of the Nazi occupation and the Communist regime is not even well known. The aim 
of the project supported by the Platform is to identify these skeletal remains. 

Mass graves in the Czech Republic are located in Prague, Brno, Ostrava, Valdice and other 
localities. The most famous burial ground, where the largest number of remains is also found, 
is the Devil’s Cemetery in Prague. In 2014 much attention was paid to the search for the remains 
of catholic priest P. Josef Toufar. In the years 1943-1961 the remains of a considerable number 
of victims of totalitarian regimes were buried secretly in the Devil’s Cemetery. According to 
the latest results of archive research recently published by the head of the Documentation 
and History Cabinet of the Academy of the Prison Service of the Czech Republic PhDr. Aleš 
Kýr, there are remains of 137 executed or deceased political prisoners from the post-February 
period. The remains of the Czechoslovak soldiers who died at Resslova Street on 18 June 1942 
are probably also here. The project received huge political support and media coverage.

Institute of National Remembrance would like to exhume Polish 
victims of the Communist regime in former Czechoslovakia

At a meeting with the Institute of National 
Remembrance IPN in Warsaw on 12 June, the 
Platform of European Memory and Conscience 
handed over documents pertaining to the 
killings of 13 Polish citizens who died on 
the Czechoslovak Iron Curtain on the border 
with Austria between 1961-1965. The IPN 
and its subordinated Main Commission for 
the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish 
Nation expressed their readiness to exhume 
the remains of the Polish victims.

At a meeting in Warsaw with prosecutors led by Andrzej Pozorski, Director of the Main 
Commission for the Prosecution of Crimes against the Polish Nation, Platform Managing 
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Director Neela Winkelmann handed over to the IPN documents related to the deaths by 
electrocution of 13 Polish citizens in the years 1961-1965, when the Czechoslovak Iron Curtain 
was charged with electric current of 4,000-6,000 V.

The Institute of National Remembrance has expertise in exhuming and identifying victims 
of totalitarian crimes from unmarked sites and mass graves, for the purpose of criminal 
investigation and a dignified re-burial.

“The Institute of National Remembrance is keen on locating and exhuming the remains of 
Polish refugees killed on the Iron Curtain in former Czechoslovakia. Platform researchers will 
provide the necessary information as soon as possible,” said Platform Managing Director 
Neela Winkelmann. 

German Federal Commissioner for the Stasi Records Roland 
Jahn visited the Platform Office 
in Prague on 16 June

The Federal Commissioner for the Records of 
the State Security Service of the former GDR 
Mr Roland Jahn visited the Platform Office 
in Prague. Together with Platform Managing 
Director Ms Neela Winkelmann, they 
discussed ongoing projects and cooperation.

Platform joined commemoration event at Roma concentration 
camp in Lety, Czech Republic on 24 June

The Platform of European Memory 
and Conscience joined an international 
commemoration event organised by EGAM, the 
European Grassroots Anti-Racist Movement, 
at the site of the former concentration camp 
for Roma people operated by Czechs during 
WWII in Lety, South Bohemia, on Saturday 
24 June 2017. A private pig farm was being 
operated on the site, despite decades of 
official promises by Czech governments to 
convert the site into a dignified memorial. 
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About 200-300 people, representatives of Roma organisations and NGOs from several 
countries came to the event, as well as invited Czech politicians including Minister of Justice 
Mr Robert Pelikán. Platform Managing Director Neela Winkelmann was among the speakers. 
The ceremony concluded with laying flowers and weaving red roses into the fence of the 
property.

Working seminar of experts of the ministries of justice on the 
issues of Statute of the Council for Investigation of Crimes of 
Communist Regimes on 28 - 29 June

Platform Managing director Ms Neela Winkelmann participated at the working seminar 
“Initiative to fight impunity and crimes committed by the Communist totalitarian regimes” 
and on the issues of Statute of the Council for Investigation of Crimes of Communist 
Regimes (CICROC) which took place in the Ministry of Justice of Estonia. During the session 
exchange of best practices and experience with regard to investigating and prosecuting 
crimes committed by the Communist totalitarian regimes nationally and internationally 
was discussed.

Introduction by Mr. Andres Parmas, judge, Tallinn Circuit Court: The Statute of the Council 
for Investigation of Crimes of Communist regimes (CICROC) followed by the discussion on 
details of the draft of the Statute. Representatives from Estonia, Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, 
Lithuania, Latvia and Czech Republic were present at the seminar.

July 2017          
Agreement on Cooperation signed between IICCMER, the 
Timişoara Society and the Platform in Bucharest 

On Monday 3 July 2017, the Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes and 
the Memory of the Romanian Exile (IICCMER), the Timişoara Society and the Platform of 
European Memory and Conscience signed an Agreement on Cooperation in order to expand 
research in the area of killings of civilians on the borders during the Communist regime in 
Romania. The activities will concentrate on the cases of human rights infringement and on 
the abuses committed by representatives of the totalitarian system against civilian persons 
that tried to flee the country.

Platform has located graves of six of the thirteen electrocuted 
Polish victims for whose death Lubomír Štrougal is responsible 
on 27 July

Researchers of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience have found the 
graves of six of thirteen identified Polish victims who were killed by electrocution on the 
Czechoslovak Iron Curtain. The responsibility for their deaths lies primarily with former 
Minister of Interior, later member of the Politburo and Prime Minister Lubomír Štrougal. 
The Polish Institute of National Remembrance, which initiated criminal proceedings in 
the cases based on the findings of the Platform this February, announced in June that 
they were interested in exhuming the remains of the Polish citizens.
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Based on a submission by the Platform of European Memory and Conscience, prosecutors 
of the Main Commission for the Prosecution of the Crimes against the Polish Nation, which 
is a division of the Institute of National Remembrance, initiated criminal proceedings in 
February in cases of killings of Polish citizens on the Czechoslovak Iron Curtain in the years 
1961-1965, when Lubomír Štrougal (*1924) was Minister of Interior.

The Platform research team has identified altogether thirteen Polish victims who died 
by electric shock from high voltage electricity in the wire barriers on the border of 
Czechoslovakia with Austria at the time when Štrougal was Minister. Further work aimed 
at determining the fate of the bodies of the killed persons led to the finding of so far six 
unmarked graves in which the remains are most probably resting until today.

According to the Communist regulations the bodies of those who were killed on the 
Iron Curtain were to be buried in unmarked graves levelled with the terrain. None of the 
relatives or close persons were to be informed about the burial. The Platform forwarded 
the information to the Polish prosecutors who are interested in exhuming the remains.

 August 2017

Platform visited House of European History in Brussels

On 10 August 2017 the Platform Board and 
a group of historians representing various 
Platform Member organisations from 
different countries visited the House of 
European History in Brussels. 

Reacting to initial concerned reactions of 
visitors to the House of European History 
which opened in May 2017 in Brussels, 
the Platform of European Memory and 
Conscience conducted a study visit to the 
museum in August 2017.

A team of professionals active in the field of history and remembrance from nine countries 
compiled a report edited by Mr Paweł Ukielski, member of the Executive Board of the 
Platform and Deputy Director of the Warsaw Rising Museum.
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Platform greets work of eight EU Member States on CICROC, the 
Council for Investigation of Crimes of Communist Regimes

On the occasion of the European Day of Remembrance for the Victims of Totalitarianism 
commemorated on the EU level in Tallinn, Estonia. Ministries of justice of eight EU 
Member States confirmed their cooperation toward the establishment of a Council for 
Investigation of Crimes of Communist Regimes (CICROC). The Platform of European 
Memory and Conscience commended the approach of these governments. The initiative 
was a response to the Platform’s call for international justice for the imprescriptible 
crimes of Communism launched in 2015.

At the meeting organised by the Estonian EU Presidency in Tallinn on 23 August 2017, 
President Göran Lindblad presented the results of the ongoing “JUSTICE 2.0“ project 
of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience. Since 2014, Platform researchers 
and lawyers have identified several types of crimes against humanity committed during 
Communism in Europe as well as well over 200 potentially living responsible persons, 
including former members of the politburo of the Communist parties, from at least four 
countries, today’s Member States of the EU. In May 2015, the Platform had called for 
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the creation of a new supranational institution of justice to judge these crimes and their 
perpetrators.

Since the Tallinn Declaration of 23 August 2015, Estonia has taken the lead in the initiative. 
Representatives of Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and 
Slovakia have now confirmed their cooperation with Estonia toward the establishment 
of CICROC.

“The systematic work of the Platform – bringing to light unpunished international crimes 
committed during Communism, their surviving perpetrators and victims and asking the 
international community for prosecution – is our best argument against those who try 
to deny today that Communism was a criminal totalitarian dictatorship,” said Platform 
Managing Director Neela Winkelmann.

The travelling exhibition opened in the Ben Franklin Building in 
Ottawa on 28 August 

On 28 August 2017, the Black Ribbon Day was 
held, and a travelling exhibition of Fascism, 
Nazism and Communism was shown thanks 
to the Platform in the Ben Franklin Building in 
Ottawa.

The Black Ribbon Day has been held in 
Canada since 2009 when the Parliament 
of Canada under Prime Minister Rt. Hon. 
Stephen Harper, a leader of the Conservative 
Party passed the resolution in raising global 
awareness of crimes committed by European totalitarian Nazi and Communist regimes 
by founding an annual “Black Ribbon Day” on 23 August to commemorate the legal 
partnership of these two regimes through the infamous Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and its 
secret protocols, signed on  23 August 1939 in Moscow.

The auditorium was well attended by about 200 people from various former East European 
Canadian Communities. Many representatives of communities made speeches or prayers. 
Attendees looked with interest at the exhibition provided by the Platform of European 
Memory and Conscience which reminded them of past German or Soviet occupation of their 
countries.

In his speech, Mr Ludwik Klimkowski, Chairman of the Tribute to Liberty, which is in charge 
of the Memorial to the Victims of Communism, and Vice-President of the Canadian Polish 
Congress, mentioned one of the biggest Soviet executioners, Vasily Blohkin, who was in 
charge of the Katyn massacre. He was later awarded the Badge of Honour and received the 
Order of the Red Banner for his “services”. 

Mr Andris Kesteris, who is Canadian-Latvian and the main organiser of the event as well as 
Chairperson of the Central European Committee in Toronto talked about organising the event 
and thanked to all participating organisations and individuals.

Mr Milos Suchma talked on behalf of the Czech and Slovak community about the sad 
commemoration of 23 August 1939.
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Competition for a memorial for the victims of totalitarianism in 
Brussels received patronages from EU Commissioner and the 
Ambassador of the Czech Republic to Belgium
 
The competition for a memorial for the victims of totalitarianism in Brussels, organised 
by the Platform of European Memory and Conscience under the high patronage of the 
European Parliament, has received further valuable patronages: by EU Commissioner for 
Education, Culture, Youth and Sport Mr Tibor Navracsics and by the Ambassador of the 
Czech Republic to Belgium Mr Jaroslav Kurfürst.

The Platform’s international competition for architects and artists to create a pan-
European memorial for the victims of totalitarianism in Brussels launched in April 2017 
received a patronage by European Parliament President Antonio Tajani in June 2017.

In a letter announcing his patronage for the competition dated 2 August 2017, Member of 
the European Commission Mr Tibor Navracsics wrote: “Together we have always opposed 
totalitarian ideologies which united this continent through the force of our democratic 
values. I believe the new memorial will facilitate a sharing of the memory of totalitarian 
crimes among Europeans whose ancestors suffered from repression.”

In a letter of 10 August 2017 confirming his patronage, the Ambassador of the Czech 
Republic to Belgium Mr Jaroslav Kurfürst wrote “(…) I strongly welcome and support 
your noble intention to establish the “Memorial for the Victims of Totalitarianism” in 
Brussels – the city of great symbolism for the community of European and euroatlantic 
democracies. The effort to prevent and face totalitarianism represented the core reason 
and a fundament for the European integration and the establishment of the North 
Atlantic Alliance, both based in Brussels, the capital of the Kingdom of Belgium with its 
strong tradition of democratic political culture.”

As of 25 August, altogether 65 contestants from 32 countries were participating in the 
competition; 27 of them hailing from former countries of Central and Eastern Europe, 
30 from former Western Europe, Canada and the USA, and eight from countries of South 
America, Asia, Africa and the Middle East.

September 2017         

Platform filed criminal complaint against last surviving 
Czechoslovak politburo members Jakeš, Štrougal, Colotka and 
further persons for killing on the borders

The Platform of European Memory and Conscience filed a criminal complaint with the 
Supreme state prosecutor’s office of the Czech Republic in Brno on 21 September against 
the last living members of the presidium of the Central committee of the Communist 
party of Czechoslovakia Milouš Jakeš, Lubomír Štrougal and Peter Colotka, as well as 
further responsible persons, for the killing on the borders of Communist Czechoslovakia 
as imprescriptible crimes against humanity. This was a new attempt to reach justice 
after the Office for Documentation and Investigation of Communist Crimes concluded the 
investigation of a similar complaint from 2008 last year with no results.
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The criminal complaint concerned 28 cases 
of civilians of various nationalities who died 
on the Czechoslovak borders with West 
Germany and Austria in the years 1965-1989. 
They lost their lives in various ways: they died 
by electrocution on the Iron Curtain, they 
were shot and killed, they drowned, they 
were shot down in a plane, they died while 
attempting to cross the border in a car or 
they committed suicide under siege.

By the criminal complaint, the Platform of European Memory and Conscience would like 
to achieve that the Czech Republic becomes the second European country after Germany 
which will consistently sentence the perpetrators on all levels of command and political 
representation of the totalitarian state for the killing of civilians on the Iron Curtain. The 
Platform considers this an important contribution toward raising the moral standards in 
post-totalitarian democracy.

New Hungarian Ambassador visited Platform office in Prague 

The new Hungarian ambassador to the Czech 
Republic H.E. Dr. Miklós Boros visited the 
Platform’s office in Prague. He and Managing 
Director Dr. Neela Winkelmann discussed 
ongoing Platform projects, such as the 
international competition for a memorial 
for the victims of totalitarianism in Brussels 
and other international and educational 
activities.

 

 October 2017

Seminar about the Czech Institute for the Study of Totalitarian 
Regimes in Prague on 2 October

The seminar regarding the 10th anniversary of 
the Czech Institute for the Study of Totalitarian 
Regimes (founding Platform member) took 
place in the Senate of the Parliament of the 
Czech Republic. Among the speakers were 
Mr Łukasz Kamiński, former director of the 
Polish National Remembrance Institute, Mr 
Ondrej Krajňák, the chairman of the Slovak 
Nation’s Institute and others.

Ms Neela Winkelmann introduced activities 
of the Platform in the Foreign Experience and 
Inspiration panel.
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Platform commends Slovak President’s veto against controversial 
amendment of Act on the Nation’s Memory Institute on 4 October

The Platform of European Memory and Conscience commended the veto by Slovak 
President Andrej Kiska of a controversial amendment to the Act on the Nation’s Memory 
Institute, which would enable an immediate firing of its acting head without sufficient 
justification or possibility of legal redress. The Institute is in the news because of its legal 
dispute with Czech politician and oligarch Andrej Babiš about his collaboration with the 
Communist State Security.

The controversial amendment to the Act on the Nation’s Memory Institute was adopted 
by the Slovak Parliament in September 2017. As President Kiska pointed out, in an 
unprecedented legal move, the powers of the acting head of the Institute would be 
transferred to a 9-member collective body, which raises questions about the functionality 
of the memory institution from then on.

The Platform had sent a letter to the Speaker of the Slovak Parliament in August 2017, 
protesting the amendment. In its original wording, the legislation had set the date for the 
dismissal of the acting head of the Institute for 15 October 2017.

“Since the establishment of our Platform in 2011, we have witnessed various approaches 
aimed at weakening the position and the important work of memory institutions in different 
countries. However, this case stands out. May we point out that it is not in accordance with 
democratic customs or the rule of law to adopt a piece of legislation directed against one 
particular person,” wrote Platform President Göran Lindblad in August. He said later: “We 
commend President Kiska for stopping a dangerous precedent.”

Later in October, the Slovak Constitutional Court passed a ruling which returned to lower 
courts the dispute between Czech politician Andrej Babiš and the Nation’s Memory 
Institute about the trustworthiness of archival records documenting his activities as an 
agent of the Czechoslovak Communist State Security.

New service for the public: A search engine in the databases of 
the security services of the former ČSSR

The Platform of European Memory and Conscience and the Centre for Documentation of 
Totalitarian Regimes presented a new service to the public – an overall search engine which 
searches currently existing online databases of persons kept by the Communist security 
services of Czechoslovakia. The search engine was launched at the address www.ibadatelna.
cz / www.communiststatesecurity.eu and as of now it includes eight online sources from the 
Czech and the Slovak Republics.

The new, more user-friendly service offers 
a one-stop aggregator of online databases 
of the security services of the former 
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (1948-1989). 
The integrated system enables searches 
of information on persons and objects 
from publicly accessible databases (eight 
as of now) pertaining to the period of the 
Communist totalitarian regime. The coherent 
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user-friendly service has thus overcome the problem of fragmentation of these information 
sources. The user can access all relevant output of the available sources, and through these 
the file and record agenda of the persons of interest kept by the former State Security as well 
as the members of the security services. Concrete preserved archival materials are available in 
the respective archives, namely the Security Services Archive in Prague and the Archive of the 
Nation’s Memory Institute in Bratislava.

The project was created in cooperation with the Slovak Nation’s Memory Institute and with 
support by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, the Ján Langoš Foundation and the Embassy of 
Estonia in Prague.

Platform prepared critical report on the House of European 
History in Brussels

The Platform of European Memory and 
Conscience has prepared a critical report on 
the House of European History, a project 
of the European Parliament in Brussels 
inaugurated earlier this year. Based on grave 
shortcomings, a clear ideological bias towards 
Marxism and historical misinterpretations, 
especially regarding European values and 
the history of the Cold War, the Platform 
calls for the exhibition to be replaced by an 
objective and professional one, prepared in a 
transparent way.

Reacting to initial concerned reactions of visitors to the House of European History which 
opened in May 2017 in Brussels, the Platform of European Memory and Conscience conducted 
a study visit to the museum in August 2017. A team of professionals active in the field of 
history and remembrance from nine countries compiled a report edited by Paweł Ukielski, 
member of the Executive Board of the Platform and Deputy Director of the Warsaw Rising 
Museum.

According to the Platform, the permanent exhibition in the House of European History does 
not uphold and celebrate today’s Europe and the European unification process as a victory 
of European values – freedom, democracy, protection of human rights and the rule of law 
– over non-freedom, war and totalitarian dictatorships, but is rather an ideological, neo-
Marxist exhibition which grossly misrepresents particularly the history of the Cold War and 
the fall of Communism.

“It is really embarrassing that an exhibition with such a neo-Marxist message has been 
opened in the very heart of democratic, free Europe in the year of the 100th anniversary of the 
Bolshevik coup d’état in Russia. It is offensive for the dozens of millions of people who lost 
their lives due to the inhuman totalitarian regime,” said editor of the Report Paweł Ukielski.

“Walking through the exhibition in the House of European History I felt thrown back into 
my history classes in the 1970s-1980s, growing up in Communist Czechoslovakia. It was 
depressing and disturbing. The European Union of today must be capable of creating a 
modern, truthful and inspiring museum of its own history,” said Platform Managing Director 
Neela Winkelmann.
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November 2017         

Mr Ilmi Umerov, Crimean Tatar leader in Ukraine awarded with the 
Prize of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience 2017

The Prize of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience was awarded to Mr Ilmi 
Umerov, deputy head of the Mejlis of the Crimean Tatar People in Crimea, dissident and political 
prisoner in the USSR and in Russia-occupied Crimea who was being released from custody 
and returned to Ukraine on 27 October. The Platform member institutions and organisations 
voted to give the prize to Mr Umerov in recognition of his struggle against totalitarianism, for 
the ideals of democracy, fundamental human rights and freedoms and the rule of law.

The Prize was awarded on 8 November 2017 in Paris, France during the Platform’s conference 
“100 Years of Communism. History and Memory.“ Mr Ilmi Umerov, deputy head of the Mejlis 
of the Crimean Tatar people, was most recently convicted in Russian – occupied Crimea for his 
public statements in support of the territorial integrity of Ukraine. On 27 September 2017, 
the so-called “Simferopol District Court” in Crimea sentenced him to two year’s imprisonment 
in a penal colony settlement and banned him from engaging in public activities for two years. 
On 21 October, Umerov was admitted to hospital because of health problems. On 25 October, 
Mr Umerov and another political prisoner, Akhtem Chiygoz, were released from custody. Mr 
Umerov, who is in poor health, was exiled to Turkey directly from hospital. Eventually, the 
Kremlin stated that he was “freed on humanitarian grounds.”

A critical article in German FAZ on the new exhibition in the 
House of European History

On 6 November 2017, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung published a critical article (Worauf 
können die Europäer stolz sein?) on the new exhibition in the House of European history in Brussels 
by the historian and the Deputy Director of the Warsaw Uprising Museum Paweł Ukielski.
 

Call on former East German refugees arrested in Czechoslovakia 
until 1989 to apply for rehabilitation and compensation

On the occasion of the anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall 28 years ago, the Platform of 
European Memory and Conscience and the German Union of Victims of Communist Tyranny 
UOKG called upon former refugees from East Germany who were arrested attempting to 
cross the Czechoslovak borders to the West to apply for rehabilitation and compensation 
from the courts of the Czech and Slovak Republics.
In the belief that the Czechoslovak borders to West Germany and Austria were less severely 
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guarded than the inner-German border, many thousands of East Germans travelled to 
Czechoslovakia during Communism and attempted to cross the Iron Curtain there. Some were 
successful, some were sadly killed or died while trying to cross the border. Those who were 
caught were arrested and handed over to the East German secret police, the Stasi.

Based on the breakthrough ruling of the district court Bratislava I from March 2017 in the 
case of Hartmut Tautz, the 18-year-old high school graduate form Magdeburg who was 
killed on the Czechoslovak border to Austria in 1986, the Platform of European Memory and 
Conscience and the Union of Victims of Communist Tyranny called upon former East German 
refugees who were arrested in former Czechoslovakia to apply for court rehabilitation and 
compensation from the Czech and Slovak Republics.

International conference “100 Years of Communism. History and 
Memory” in Paris

The Platform of European Memory and 
Conscience and Prof. Stéphane Courtois, 
author and editor of the “Black Book of 
Communism” organised an international 
conference called “100 Years of Communism. 
History and Memory” dedicated to the dark 
legacy of Communism and Communist 
dictatorships. The conference was held 
on 8-9 November 2017 at the Collège des 
Bernardins and the Fondation Napoléon in 
Paris, France. Speakers included historians, 
representatives of memory institutions and policy makers from France, Spain, Canada, 
South Korea, Russia, Ukraine, Poland, Latvia, Moldova, Romania and the Czech Republic. 
The special guest speaker was Finnish award winning novelist Sofi Oksanen. 
During the conference, the new 500-page biography “Lenin, the Inventor of Totalitarianism” 
by Stéphane Courtois was presented and the Prize of the Platform of European Memory and 
Conscience 2017 was awarded. 
The Platform and participants of the international conference adopted a memorandum 
where they called Europe to action:

• In order to show respect to the victims of Communist totalitarian regimes, they called for 
an official, European-wide prohibition of public presentation of Communist symbols.

• In order to foster a culture of commemoration, they called for the creation of a memorial 
to the victims of totalitarianism in the very heart of Europe.

• In order to allow justice to prevail, they called for the creation of an International Tribunal 
for Communist Crimes.
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Platform calls for a broad debate and a change of the permanent 
exhibition of the House of European History

The Platform of European Memory and Conscience presented a critical report on the House 
of European History, a project of the European Parliament in Brussels in November 2017. 
The report was a result of a study visit of 19 experts from nine countries which took place 
in August 2017. The main editor of the report was Mr Paweł Ukielski, deputy director of the 
Warsaw Uprising Museum.

The conclusion of the report said that the 
House of European History fails at presenting 
European history in three dimensions: 
structure, concept and facts. As a result, 
visitors get an ideologically biased, chaotic 
narrative line with many shortcomings or even 
falsifications. The main idea was missing and 
it seems to be overshadowed by the narrow-
minded Marxism-rooted concept.

“We hope this report will be a starting point for a pan-European, open and broad debate 
which will lead to a reconstruction of the House of European History exhibition. The European 
Union deserves to have a balanced, non-ideological and attractive exhibition which would 
present the common roots and values that constitute the identity and consciousness of 
today’s Europe,” said Göran Lindblad, president of the Platform.

Platform launched its human rights educational game

On 16 November, the eve of the anniversary 
of the Velvet Revolution, the Platform of 
European Memory and Conscience held 
in Prague a Czech première of a unique 
board game called Across the Iron Curtain. 
Produced by the Platform and the Polish 
Institute of National Memory, the game is a 
play-and-learn opportunity to acquire deeper 
awareness of history and human rights 
related to the Communist regime. The game 
is currently available in English and Czech.

The Czech launch entailed two tailored events in Prague. The first presentation brought 
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together over 40 pupils from high schools in the cities of Liberec and Ostrov nad Ohří. The 
latter, located on the Czech–German borderlands, was among the sites of illegal border 
crossing of refugees during the Cold War. Dr Neela Winkelmann, the Managing Director 
of the Platform and Ms Marcela Murgašová, the Director of the BLÍŽKSOBĚ foundation, 
introduced the historical and social context of the game. The highlight was the testimony 
offered by the key note speaker, Mr Alexander Wiegand, who was trafficking refugees in 
the late 1960s until his arrest in the early 1970s.

The afternoon session, held emblematically at the Academia bookstore on Wenceslas Square, 
focused on mature audiences. The panel discussion chaired by Dr Neela Winkelmann of the 
Platform, included Mr Alexander Wiegand as the key note speaker, Mr Martin Vohánka, 
Board Chairman of the foundation Blíž k sobě [Closer to Each Other] and Dr Petr Blažek, 
historian from the Centre for the Documentation of Totalitarian Regimes.
Mr Alexander Wiegand (b. 1941) shared his experiences of trafficking in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s over 120 East Germans, Czechs, Slovaks, and Soviet Germans to West Germany. 
He served 4.5 years of his six-year sentence in Czechoslovak prisons, being subjected to 
severe psychological and physical torture. He has received a number of major awards for his 
humanitarian effort during the years of the Cold War. It was during his recent visit to Prague 
that he saw, for the first time, his police file amounting to over 400 pages compiled by the 
Czechoslovak secret service. Petr Blažek took the audience through the files and explained 
the wider context of the case.

Annual Council of Members meeting in Vilnius

At its annual Council of Members held on 28-
30 November 2017 in Vilnius, Lithuania, the 
Platform of European Memory and Conscience 
elected a new President and Executive Board 
and admitted four new institutions from the 
Czech Republic, Albania, Romania and France, 
bringing the total number of Members of the 
Platform to 57.

The annual Council of Members of the Platform 
was hosted by the Genocide and Resistance 
Research Center of Lithuania. The agenda included a one-day seminar with the title “The 
Genocide of European Roma 1939-1945“ which was attended by scholars from 10 countries, a 
visit to the Paneriai memorial – one of the largest mass graves in Europe, containing the remains 
of 100 000 people, mostly Jews, massacred between 1941-1944, and a commemoration of the 
victims of the Mass Terror and other Communist repressions in the Tuskulėniai peace park.
The newly elected President of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience was Dr. 
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Łukasz Kamiński, Polish historian and President of the Institute of National Remembrance 
in the years 2011-2016. The new Executive Board of the Platform consists of Dr. Andreja 
Valič Zver, Director of the Slovenian Study Centre for National Reconciliation, Dr. Wolfgang-
Christian Fuchs, CEO of the German Union of Victims of Political Tyranny, Mr Toomas Hiio, 
research director at the Estonian Institute of Historical Memory and Mr Zsolt Szilágyi, 
Head of Cabinet of László Tőkés MEP, European Parliament.

Dr. Monika Kareniauskaitė from the Genocide and Resistance Research Centre of Lithuania 
was elected as a new member of the Supervisory Board of the Platform. New members of 
the Board of Trustees of the Platform are Mr Pavel Svoboda, Chair of the Legal Affairs 
Committee of the European Parliament and Mr Göran Lindblad, President of the Platform 
between 2011-2017.

New Members of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience admitted in 2017: 

1. the Association of Former Soldiers of the Auxiliary Technical Battalions – 
Military Forced Labour Camps with Seat in Prague (Czech Republic),

2. the Institute for the Integration of Persecuted People in Albania (Albania),
3. the Former Deportees from Baragan Association (Romania),
4. the Collège des Bernardins (France).

The Platform now has 57 Member institutions and organisations in 20 countries of Europe 
and North America.
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 December 2017

German ambassador visited 
Platform office

The new German ambassador to the Czech 
Republic H.E. Christoph Israng visited the 
Platform office in Prague on 4 December. He 
and Managing Director Dr. Neela Winkelmann 
discussed ongoing Platform projects, including 
the international competition for a memorial 
for the victims of totalitarianism in Brussels, 
and other international and educational 
activities.

Platform Reader presented at the Masaryk University, Faculty of 
Education 

At the seminar Reconciliation with the 
Totalitarian Past held at the Masaryk 
University, Faculty of Education, in Brno on 
11 December, the Platform managing director 
Neela Winkelmann presented to tutors and 
students two major learning tools produced by 
the Platform – the reader Lest We Forget and 
board game Across the Iron Curtain.

Platform achieved double legal breakthrough: Bavarian state 
criminal investigation office Munich started investigating killings 
of German refugees on the Iron Curtain in former Czechoslovakia

The Bavarian state criminal investigation office Munich (LKA München) started the 
investigation of the killings of German citizens on the Iron Curtain in former Czechoslovakia 
on 13 December 2017. The respective criminal complaint was filed by the Platform of 
European Memory and Conscience in August 2016 with the German Federal Prosecutor 
General. The responsible persons include the last living members of the politburo of the 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia Milouš Jakeš, Lubomír Štrougal and Peter Colotka. 
The victims include eighteen-year-old Hartmut Tautz who was killed outside Bratislava 
in August 1986. This was the first time that Germany is investigating the killings of its 
citizens abroad during Communism, as well as the first time that high-ranking Communist 
officials were being investigated by a third country.

In August 2016, the Platform of European Memory and Conscience filed a criminal 
complaint with the Federal Prosecutor General in five signal cases of killings of German 
citizens on the borders of Czechoslovakia with the Federal Republic of Germany and 
Austria during Communism. The German Federal Court has since decided that the cases 
will be handled by the authorities of Bavaria. In the latest development, the Bavarian 
state criminal investigation office in Munich (Landeskriminalamt in München) will lead 
the investigations.
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The Platform had researched at least 67 persons responsible for the deaths of the refugees 
who might still be alive. On the top of the chain of command are the last living members of the 
politburo of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia Milouš Jakeš, Lubomír Štrougal and Peter 
Colotka. One of the cases is that of eighteen-year-old Hartmut Tautz who was mauled by Border 
Guard dogs on the border with Austria and left to die without medical help in August 1986.

“Since 1989, Germany has never investigated the killings of GDR refugees on the Iron Curtain 
in the Eastern bloc. Equally, no country has ever prosecuted Communist perpetrators from 
another country. This means that finally, the invisible borders of the former Eastern bloc 
are being torn down and justice is becoming more and more a universal value,” said Dr. 
Neela Winkelmann, Managing Director of the Platform.

Activities of the Board

The President - Göran Lindblad (until 30 November 2017), Dr. Lukasz Kamiński (from 30 
November 2017). The Executive Board of the Platform until 30 November 2017: Pawel 
Ukielski, Siegfried Reiprich, Toomas Hiio, Zsolt Szilágyi, after 30 November 2017: 
Andreja Valić Zver, Wolfgang-Christian Fuchs, Toomas Hiio, Zsolt Szilágyi. The Board 
held meetings in person on 18 February in Prague, on 27 June (online), on 9 August in 
Brussels and in November in Vilnius.

Platform Staff and Collaborators

The Platform team in 2017 included Peter Rendek, IT and project manager; Lucia Faltínová, 
project coordinator; Amir Salykbayev, assistant; Alžběta Majerová, assistant; Gillian Purves, 
editor; Dana Bellany, graphic artist; Yveta Schmalzová, payroll and tax advisor; Veronika 
Schovánková, maintenance; and Dr. Neela Winkelmann, Managing Director. Legal advisors in 
the Czech Republic were NH Partners, s.r.o. and accounting services were provided by MAZARS, 
s.r.o.. For the project “JUSTICE 2.0 - International Justice for the Communist Crimes“, we 
engaged researchers Martin Slávik from the Masaryk University, CZ; Miroslav Lehký from the 
Ján Langoš Foundation, SK; Miroslav Kasáček and Luděk Navara from the civic association 
Paměť, CZ; Dr. Lubomír Morbacher from the civic association Living Memory, SK; Dr. Lubomír 
Müller, lawyer and attorney; and Prof. Dr. Stephan Appelius from the Freie Universität Berlin, 
DE; as well as members of the International Legal Advisor Team of the Platform Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. 
Albin Eser from the Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International Criminal Law in Freiburg, 
Prof. Dr. Frank Meyer from the University of Zürich, Doc. Dr. Jernej Letnar Černič from the 
Graduate School of Government and European Studies in Kranj and Dr. Nika Bruskina from the 
Faculty of Law of Vilnius University.

Acknowledgement of Support

The Platform of European Memory and Conscience gratefully acknowledges the support 
by grants from the Government of Hungary awarded for its activities in 2015 - 2017. The 
Platform is grateful to the Konrad Adenauer Foundation for the continuing partnership and 
support. We are finally indebted to the Czech foundation BLÍŽKSOBĚ for providing support 
and sponsorship.

Platform & the Media

In 2017, we published altogether 23 press releases bringing the activities of the Platform 
closer to a wide range of partners, contacts and media worldwide. All information, including 
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audio and video recordings and photo galleries 
can be found on the Platform website www.
memoryandconscience.eu. We also share them on 
the Platform facebook page www.facebook.com/
platformofeuropeanmemoryandconscience. The 
quarterly electronic newsletter was put together 
bringing information from the Platform projects 
and from our members. Issues were published 
for the months of December 2016 - May 2017, 
June 2017. A delay occurred in a preparation of 
other issues so the issues were finished later for 
archival purposes.
In the period 1 January – 31 December 2017, 
the official Platform website had 8,494 unique 
users with 12,479 sessions and a total of 44,426 
page views, according to the Google Analytics 
statistic code.
The work of the Platform, particularly the 
ongoing project “JUSTICE 2.0” and House of 
European History in Brussels, is being noticed 
and quoted in international media.

March 2017
• Killing of young GDR citizen on 

Czechoslovak border was a crime (Slovak 
Spectator)

• Opfer des Eisernen Vorhangs vom 
Slowakischen gericht rehabilitiert (Radio 
Prag)

• Gericht rehabilitierte erstes Opfer 
des Eisernen Vorhangs (Tiroler 
Tageszeitung)

• Bratislava DDR-Bürger zum ersten 
Opfer des Eisernen Vorhangs in Slowakei 
erklärt (Mitteldeutsche Zeitung)

• Späte Gerechtigkeit für Grenzopfer (Volkstimme.de)
June 2017
• IPN planuje oskarzenie byłego premiera Czechosłowacji (Rzeczpospolita)
August 2017
• EU justice ministers meeting in Tallinn on Black Ribbon Day (ERR News)
September 2017 
• Volt csehszlovák kommunista vezetőket jelentettek fel (origo.hu)
• European Platform submits charges against Communist leaders to Czech court (Radio 

Prague)
• Communist leaders face complaint for killing people at border (Prague Daily Monitor)
October 2017 
• Civil war wounds reopened as two sides square up over Catalonia (telegraph.co.uk)
• Krytycznie o Domu Historii Europejskiej. „Neomarksistowska wystawa“ (niezalezna.

pl)
• Spektakularna porażka Domu Historii Europejskiej (Rzeczpospolita)
November 2017
• Worauf können die Europäer stolz sein? (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung)
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Feiert dieses Museum  den Kommunismus?Das Haus der  Europäischen  Geschichte in Brüssel steht in der  Kritik. Vor allem in Polen ist die Empörung groß.  

Was steckt hinter den Vorwürfen? VON MATTHIAS KRUPA

3.  Mai 2018   DIE ZEIT   N o 19

E in Museum, das dem Kommu-
nismus huldigt – mitten in  
Brüssel! Gefördert von der 
Europä ischen  Union, hofiert von 
ihren Repräsentanten, erdacht 
von einem Deutschen: Träfen die 
Vorwürfe zu, die dem Haus der 

Europäischen Geschichte gemacht werden, dann 

müsste man dort, im Herzen des Europaviertels, 

einen handfesten Skandal besichtigen können. 
Dieser Skandal erscheint in den augen des pol-

nischen Ministerpräsidenten Mateusz Morawiecki 

so groß, dass er seine Kollegen darauf aufmerksam 

machte. in der exklusiven Runde der Staats- und 

Regierungschefs der  Union, in der für gewöhnlich 

die ganz großen Themen verhandelt werden, der 

Krieg in Syrien etwa oder die Zukunft des Euro, 

ergriff Morawiecki, gerade frisch im amt, im ver-

gangenen Dezember das Wort und beschwerte sich 

– über das Haus der Europäischen Geschichte. 
Dieses Haus folgt einer kühnen idee. Es will 

die Geschichte Europas in einer europäischen 

Perspektive darstellen, nicht als Summe seiner 

nationalen Geschichten. Das Haus solle »der Er-

neuerung unseres europäischen Selbstverständ-

nisses« dienen, versprach Hans-Gert Pöttering 

2009. Der deutsche CDU-Mann war damals 

Präsident des Europaparlaments, das Haus der 

Europäischen Geschichte ist seine Erfindung.
Fast zehn Jahre lang haben Historiker und  

Kuratoren aus den verschiedenen Ländern der EU 

um das Projekt gerungen. im vergangenen Mai 

feierte man dann endlich die Eröffnung. 
Wer offiziösen EU-Klimbim befürchtet, wird 

angenehm überrascht. Die ausstellung bemüht 

sich durchweg um eine kritische Verdichtung. Die 

zurückliegenden 200 Jahre europäischer Geschichte  

werden auf 4000 Quadratmetern konzentriert und 

wesentlich verknappt. Den chronologischen abschnitten ist eine 

kleine Vitrine vorangestellt. Darin versuchen die 

ausstellungsmacher zu definieren, was den Kon-

tinent ausmacht. Europas Sein und Erbe, pointiert 

in zweimal 14 Objekten. Eine kleine aris to teles- 

Büste repräsentiert die Philosophie, daneben ein 

Foto von Slavoj Žižek. Für die aufklärung stehen 

Diderots Encyclopédie und die Kartierung des 

menschlichen Genoms. Rechtsstaatlichkeit, Ko-

lonialismus, Humanismus, Kapitalismus, Marxis-

mus, Nationalstaat oder Völkermord werden auf 

die gleiche art verhandelt. auf der zweiten Ebene wird das Trümmerfeld 

besichtigt. Nationalsozialismus und Stalinismus 

stehen ein an der gegenüber und werden recht eng 

geführt, enger, als man es im Westen Europas ge-

wohnt ist. Und mittendrin, noch vor dem aus-

bruch des Zweiten Weltkriegs, kündigt sich das 

Motiv an, das im Weiteren immer deutlicher 

hervortritt: ein europäischer Musterausweis, die  

Carte de Nationalité Européenne, ausgestellt am 

20. Oktober 1933 in Lüttich, daneben eine fik-

tive gesamteuropäische Münze, geprägt schon 

1928. Fast hätte man sie übersehen. 
Vor allem zwei instanzen haben ihre Kritik in 

Brüssel hinterlegt, die polnische Regierung und die 

Platform of European Memory and Conscience, 

ein Zusammenschluss verschiedener Forschungs- 

und Gedenkstätten aus 20 Ländern mit Sitz in Prag. 
am 25. September 2017 schrieb der polnische 

Minister für Kultur und nationales Erbe, Piotr 

Gliński, an den Präsidenten des Europaparlaments 

antonio Tajani, das Haus der Europäischen Ge-

schichte sei es »nicht wert, diesen Namen zu tragen 

und unter der Schirmherrschaft des Europäischen 

Parlaments zu stehen«. Zu diesem Zeitpunkt 

hatte Gliński die ausstellung noch gar nicht gese-

hen. Er machte sich einfach die Kritik zu eigen, 

die polnische Historiker und Journalisten zuvor 

geäußert hatten: Deutschland erscheine als größ-

tes Opfer des Zweiten Weltkriegs, den Kommunis-

mus stelle das Museum »in einen positiven Zu-

sammenhang«. Die Rolle des Christentums werde 

»selektiv und negativ« beschrieben, Papst Johannes 

Paul ii. gar nicht erwähnt und die Geschichte der 

polnischen Nation verkürzt. Die Kritik des  

Ministers gipfelt in einem scharfen Vorwurf: »Es 

scheint, als sei die Darstellung der Re li gion und 

der idee der Na tion als Wurzel allen Übels in der Geschichte unseres Kon-tinents ausdruck einer ideologischen, linken Ge-sinnung der ausstellungs-macher.« 
Mancher Kritikpunkt lässt sich leicht widerlegen. Die Nationalgeschichten sind ausdrücklich nicht Gegenstand der ausstel-

lung, Johannes Paul ii. und seine Unterstützung 

für die polnische Opposition werden sehr wohl 

erwähnt. Und an der Verantwortung Deutschlands 

für das Massenmorden im Zweiten Weltkrieg und 

die Schoah lässt die Prä sen ta tion keinen Zweifel. 

anderes, was Gliński ausführt, entspringt ganz of-

fensichtlich dem Versuch der polnischen Regierung, 

die Geschichte in den Dienst der eigenen, national-

konservativen idee zu stellen. Das passt ins Bild: 

Zuletzt hatte die Regierung in Warschau ein Gesetz 

verabschiedet, das mit Strafe droht, wenn jemand 

dem »polnischen Volk oder dem polnischen Staat« 

eine Mitverantwortung für Judenverfolgung wäh-

rend des Zweiten Weltkriegs zuschreibt. 
Eine besondere polnische Note gewinnt die 

Kritik auch dadurch, dass der Vorsitzende des 

wissenschaftlichen Beirats, der die Brüsseler aus-

stellung mitverantwortet, selbst ein angesehener 

polnischer Historiker ist, Włodzimierz Borodziej. 

So wird auf Brüsseler Boden auch ein inner-

polnischer Streit ausgetragen. Trotzdem würde 

man es sich zu leicht machen, die Kritik aus-

schließlich als Warschauer Querele abzutun. 
im November 2017 veröffentlichte die Plat-

form of European Memory and Conscience 

(PEMC) einen ausführlichen Bericht, der die 

Kritik der polnischen Regierung wiederholt und 

politisch zuspitzt. Der Bericht wirft den Brüsseler 

Verantwortlichen »Fehler, auslassungen, Falsch-

inter pre ta tio nen oder Verzerrungen« vor. Die Bot-

schaft der ausstellung, heißt es, sei »von einer 

ideologischen hegelianischen oder neomarxisti-

schen in ter pre ta tion der Geschichte beeinflusst«. 

Sie verfolge das Ziel einer klassenlosen Gesell-

schaft, ausdrücklich ist von »Sympathie für den 

Kommunismus« die Rede. Die Präsentation der 

ausstellung sei »ein Ruf nach der Schaffung eines 

Homo sovieticus – Menschen ohne Nationalitäten, 

eine homogene Masse identischer Völker«. 
Brüssel ist das neue Moskau, die Europäische  

Union arbeitet an der abschaffung der Nationen, 

das Endziel der Geschichte ist ein Homo bruxel-

lensis nach sowjetischem Vorbild – man wundert 

sich, wenn man mit dieser Kritik im Ohr durch 

die ausstellung geht. Die Geschichte der europäischen integration ist 

oft erzählt und noch öfter beschworen worden. 

auch das neue Haus kommt nicht umhin, die 

»Gründerväter« ade nau er, Schuman und De Gas-

peri als Büste ins Regal zu hieven. Ganz ohne Hel-

den geht es nicht. aber die »Meilensteine der euro-

päischen in te gra tion« nach 1945, von der Mon tan-

union bis zum Euro, werden klug eingebettet in die 

So zial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichten aus beiden 

Teilen des bis 1989 geteilten Europas. Finnische Babynahrung, tschechische Salzstangen und Waschpul-ver aus Jugoslawien künden vom Wirtschaftswunder in Ost und West. Was steckt also hinter der schrillen Kritik? Die PEMC ist ein Zusammen-schluss von 57 Gedenk-stätten und Forschungsein-

richtungen, die sich der Erinnerung und aufarbei-

tung des Totalitarismus in Europa verschrieben 

haben. Die meisten Organisationen kommen aus 

den ehemals kommunistischen Ländern Osteuro-

pas, aber auch solche aus Kanada, den USa oder 

den Niederlanden sind vertreten. Zu den sieben 

deutschen Mitgliedern gehören die Gedenkstätte 

Berlin-Hohenschönhausen, der Bundesbeauftragte 

für die Stasi-Unterlagen und die Stiftung Sächsische 

Gedenkstätten zur Erinnerung an die Opfer poli-

tischer Gewaltherrschaft. im august 2017 organisierte die Plattform 

eine Studienfahrt nach Brüssel, um das neue 

Haus zu besuchen. Vertreter aus neun Ländern 

nahmen daran teil. auf ihren Eindrücken basiert 

der Bericht, den Paweł Ukielski gemeinsam mit 

zwei Co-autoren verfasst hat. Ukielski ist stell-

vertretender Direktor des Museums des War-

schauer aufstands. in einem Beitrag für die FAZ 

erhob er den weitreichenden Vorwurf, die Brüsse-

ler ausstellung sei nicht nur fehlerhaft, »sondern 

der idee der europäischen in te gra tion und einer 

gemeinsamen identität sogar abträglich«. 
Versucht man herauszufinden, wie die Mit-

glieder der Plattform zu dieser Kritik stehen, 

stößt man auf interessante Reaktionen. 
Die Stasi-Unterlagen-Behörde teilt mit, Roland 

Jahn, der Bundesbeauftragte, habe die ausstellung 

noch nicht gesehen. Offensichtlich hat sich bislang 

auch sonst niemand in der Behörde damit befasst, 

welche Vorwürfe in ihrem Namen formuliert wer-

den. Der sonst sehr beredte Direktor der Gedenk-

stätte Berlin-Hohenschönhausen, Hubertus Knabe, 

findet zehn Tage lang keine Zeit für ein Gespräch. 

Die amerikanische Historikerin  anne apple baum, 

Mitglied des Kuratoriums der Plattform, möchte 

sich ebenfalls nicht äußern. Der Grünen-Politiker 

und frühere Dissident Werner Schulz ist überrascht, 

als man ihn anschreibt: Er erinnert sich nicht, dass 

er überhaupt Mitglied des Kuratoriums ist. 
Dessen Präsident, Łukas Kamiński, beteuert, 

dass man den Bericht unter den Mitgliedern habe 

»zirkulieren« lassen und dass er vor der Veröffent-

lichung vom Vorstand abgesegnet worden sei. ihm 

sei nicht bekannt, dass es »missbilligende Stimmen« 

gegeben habe. allerdings, räumt er ein, hätten 

mehrere Mitglieder des Kuratoriums das Vorgehen 

der Plattform im Nachhinein kritisiert. 
Der Geschäftsführer der Stiftung Sächsische 

Gedenkstätten, Siegfried Reiprich, hat an der 

Studienfahrt nach Brüssel teilgenommen. Er 

sieht keinen Grund, sich von der Kritik zu dis-

tanzieren, versucht aber, sie anders zu akzentuie-

ren. in der ausstellung sei »die Lebens- und Er-

fahrungswelt der südmittel- und osteuropäischen 

Staaten im 20. Jahrhundert nicht mit der ange-

messenen Gewichtung dargestellt« worden. 
Reiprichs Bemerkung führt mitten hinein in 

eine sehr grundsätzliche aus ein an der set zung, die 

auf dem »geschichtspolitischen Schlachtfeld Eu-

ro pa« (Claus Leggewie) ausgetragen wird. Dabei 

geht es um die Frage, welchen Stellenwert die  

Erinnerung der ostmitteleuropäischen Länder an 

die kommunistische Gewaltherrschaft in der EU 

einnimmt. Diese hatte sich bis 1989 vor allem auf 

die Erfahrung der Schoah und des Zweiten Welt-

kriegs als negativen – und einigenden – Grün-

dungsmythos bezogen. Nun treten die erinne-

rungspolitischen Trennlinien hervor. Der deut-

sche Historiker und Ostmitteleuropa-Experte 

Stefan  Troebst hat einmal von einem »Holocaust- 

Tota litarismus-Graben« geschrieben, der die Ge-

schichtspolitik der EU seit dem Beitritt der ehemals 

kommunistischen Staaten durchziehe. 
Das Haus der Europäischen Geschichte balan-

ciert über diesem Graben und ist bei aller wissen-

schaftlichen akribie, mit der seine Macher zu 

Werke gegangen sind, selbst ein geschichtspoliti-

sches Projekt. Er wolle »einen Ort der Erinnerung 

und Zukunft anregen, an dem das Konzept der idee 

Europas weiter wachsen kann«, hatte Hans-Gert 

Pöttering postuliert, als er seine idee lancierte. 
Der Vorwurf, die ausstellung sympathisiere mit 

dem Kommunismus, ist absurd und fällt auf seine 

Urheber zurück. Wer einen solchen ideologischen 

Plot aus der ausstellung herausliest, muss selbst 

tief in den ideologischen Gräben gefangen sein, 

die das 20. Jahrhundert ausgehoben hat. Und 

trotzdem steckt in der maßlosen Kritik etwas 

Bedenkenswertes. Bald 30 Jahre sind seit 1989 

vergangen, aber der EU fällt es noch immer 

schwer, die Erfahrungen und die Befindlichkeiten 

ihrer östlichen Mitglieder zu integrieren. Das gilt 

an einigen Stellen auch für das Haus der Euro-

päischen Geschichte. So wird das Epochendatum 

1989 in der Tat unterspielt. Die friedlichen  

Revolutionen, die das Ende des Kommunismus 

bewirkten, werden eher nebenbei verhandelt. 

Gerade so, als wären sie nicht auch ein Meilenstein 

der europäischen in te gra tion und hätten Europa 

nicht grundlegend verändert. 

GESCHICHTE

S ie haben sich viel Zeit genommen in Greifs-
wald. Seit bald zwanzig Jahren wurde in der 
Ostseestadt darüber debattiert, ob die 1456 

gegründete Hochschule ihren alten Namen zurück-

erhalten soll, den sie bis 1933 trug: Universität 

Greifswald. Damals hatten ihr die Nazis in einer art 

Umbenennungsputsch den Namen Ernst Moritz 

arndt übergestülpt. Es war ein Gewaltakt aus ideo-

lo gischen Gründen. Denn sowohl literatur- wie 

wis senschaftshistorisch ist der von Rügen stammen-

de Dich ter und Geschichtsprofessor Ernst Moritz 

arndt (1769–1860) bar jeder überzeitlichen Be deu-

tung. als völkischer ideologe jedoch, als anti semit 

und nationalistischer Hassprediger zählt er zu den 

idolen des rechtsradikalen Deutschlands – bis heute. 
Nun also ist es amtlich, durch das Ministerium 

in Schwerin bestätigt: Die Universität ist von der 

Nazi-Ehrung befreit und hat ihren schlichten alten 

Namen zurück. »Die Ernst-Moritz-arndt-Univer-

sität ist«, wie die lokale Ostsee-Zeitung richtig fest-

stellt, »Geschichte.« Das kann nur von Nutzen 

sein: Denn zum einen bleibt es das oberste Prinzip 

aller Wissenschaft, die Welt ohne Zorn und Eifer 

– sine ira et studio – zu er forschen, und dazu war 

arndt das denkbar untauglichste Vorbild. Zum 

anderen versteht sich die Universität Greifswald 

gleich allen Universitäten von Rang als kosmopoli-

ti sches Mitglied der globalen Re pu blik der Wissen-

schaften und durchaus nicht, wie der Name arndt 

si gna li sierte, als eine nationalpolitische Er ziehungs-

 anstalt für die vorpommersche Heimat. 
Fragt man, warum es so lange gedauert hat, bis 

dieser für das Ranking der Hochschule gewiss nicht 

existenzielle, für ihr Selbstverständnis jedoch bedeut-

same Schritt vollzogen war, dann muss man auch die 

Nachkriegsgeschichte berücksichtigen. Denn wie 

konnte es überhaupt sein, dass der Name arndt das 

Jahr 1945 überlebte? Dass er der Universität nach 

einer gewissen Schamfrist 1954 erneut angehängt 

wurde? Die Wahrheit ist zumutbar: auch unter den 

DDR-Talaren gab es viel »Muff von 1000 Jahren«. 

alle Greifswalder Rektoren von 1950 bis 1978 waren 

einst Mitglied der NSDaP gewesen. Vor diesem Hin-

ter grund brauchte es nicht viel, nur ein bisschen Ge-

schichtsklitterung, um den rechtsautoritären arndt 

für die linksautoritäre DDR passend zu machen. Hier 

zeigt sich eine gesamtdeutsche Nachkriegskontinui-

tät, die von DDR-Nostalgikern gern bestritten wird.
Schon bald nach der Wende kämpfte man in 

Greifswald um die Rückkehr zum alten  Namen. Es 

gab Studenten-initiativen, es gab Podiumsdiskussio-

nen ohne Ende. Der Senat der Hochschule tat sich 

zunächst schwer. Doch dann rang er sich mit Zwei-

drittel mehr heit zum finalen Schnitt durch. 
Eine letzte bizarre Volte hatte die Debatte noch 

2017 bekommen durch eine Wutrede des Berliner 

NS-Forschers Götz aly für die Berliner und die Stutt-

garter Zeitung, in der er den Nazi-Namen von 1933 

vehement verteidigte. Dieser Beitrag zum Fremd-

schämen für alle, die alys arbeiten über das »Dritte 

Reich« schätzen, erklärt just den völkischen Monar-

chis ten arndt zum »Demo-kraten« und suggeriert zu-gleich, alle frühen Freiheits-männer und -frauen seien anti semi ten und Natio na lis-ten gewesen:  »Bessere Demo-kraten« habe es im Deutsch-land jener Zeit nun mal nicht ge geben. Wie so man  cher west deutsche Ex-Kommunist offenbar wenig vertraut mit den Protagonis ten der deut-schen Demokratiegeschichte, stellt aly damit gleich 

den gesamten demo kra tisch inspirierten aufbruch der 

Jahre zwischen 1789 und 1848  unter Verdacht – 

politi sche autoren und aktive Politiker von Fors ter,  

Seume und Büchner bis Rebmann, Siebenpfeiffer 

und itzstein, denen anti semi tis mus fernlag. auch 

scheint der Börne-Preisträger des Jahres 2012 noch 

nie etwas von den deutsch- jüdischen Demokraten 

jener Jahre gehört zu haben: von Johann Jacoby oder 

Emma Herwegh oder Heinrich Simon. alles anti-

semiten? Oder zählt aly sie nicht unter die Deutschen?
Nebbich. Es gibt genug Frauen und Männer aus 

der Frühzeit der modernen deutschen Demokratie-

geschichte, auf die wir uns heute gern berufen. Es 

lohnt sich, sie zu kennen. im Übrigen braucht sich 

um arndt niemand Sorgen zu machen. immer noch 

tragen etliche Schulen seinen Namen, oft ebenfalls 

seit Nazi-Zeiten, wie die arndt-Gymnasien in Bonn 

und Kre feld. Selbst eine evangelische Kirche, die 

arndt-Kirche in Berlin-Zehlendorf, feiert seit 1935 

den frömmelnden Rassentümler, dem die Juden  

»Ungeziefer« waren und der »den Hass zur Re li gion 

des deutschen Volkes machen« wollte. Sprach der 

Ratsvorsitzende der Evangelischen Kirche Heinrich 

Bedford-Strohm nicht vor wenigen Wochen davon, 

dass für anti semi tis mus kein Platz sei in der Kirche? 

Für anti semi ten aber wohl doch.Rettung für den Prototyp aller deutschen Wahn-

bürger könnte indes auch von der parlamentarischen 

Rechten kommen. Die afD sucht ja immer noch 

einen Patron für ihre Parteistiftung. Erasmus kann es 

nicht bleiben – viel zu kosmopolitisch, geradezu links-

grün versifft. Wie wäre es mit Ernst Moritz arndt? 

Abschied von  Collegah ArndtEndlich und endlich auch amtlich: 
Greifswalds Universität gibt ihren  
Nazi- Namen auf VON BENEDIKT ERENZ

Für Ernst Moritz Arndt waren Juden  »Ungeziefer«

Vor einem Jahr in Brüssel eröffnet: Europas  großes Geschichtsmuseum
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Hier wird offenbar, was Ost und West historisch trennt
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